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Edward Abbey is one of the most representative and influential ecological 
writers in America. He criticizes anthropocentrism, which in his mind is the root of 
social culture to cause ecological crisis. He advocates ecological holism, ecological 
ethics and calls for reestablishing harmonious and integrate relationship between man 
and nature. Abbey’s most important and revolutionary idea is the monkey wrenching, 
which advocates ecological direct action.  In China, some scholars have studied 
Abbey’s thought already or translated related works. However, most of them pay no 
attention to the theological basis of anarchism, and ignore the fact that Abbey 
facilitates traditional anarchism to contemporary anarchism. The thesis aims to fill the 
blank by studying Abbey’s ecological thought from the perspective of anarchism.  
There are four chapters of the thesis. The first chapter introduces the anarchists 
and their representative thoughts which exert great influence on Abbey’s thought. 
This chapter focuses on Abbey’s anarchism by exploring how he inherits classical 
anarchism critically and develops it creatively, which is grounded on his master thesis 
Anarchism and the Morality of Violence. Chapter Two mainly studies on the 
formation of Abbey’s eco-anarchism as well as its expression in his books by 
referring to his life experiences. Chapter Three discusses Abbey’s wilderness thought 
of the eco-anarchism and analyzes the images of wilderness ranger of the 
eco-anarchism. The last chapter researches Abbey’s thought of eco-defense——direct 
action of eco-anarchism as well as the monkey wrenching. 
Abbey’s anarchism is the emphasis of the thesis, meanwhile including much 
related information which is the influence of classical anarchism, Abbey’s 
background, the thought of ecology and direct action. Anarchism and the monkey 
wrenching are both very controversial. In face of the change from classical anarchism 
to ecological anarchism, the thesis tries to reveal the positive importance which 
eco-anarchism plays in coping with contemporary ecological crisis, and to 

















thoughts are also be mentioned. What deserves additional attention is the relationship 
between eco-anarchism and social background.   
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比》（Coyote in the Maze: Tracking Edward Abbey in a World of words），
安妮·罗纳尔多（Ann Ronald）的专著《爱德华·艾比的新西部》（The New West 
of Edward Abbey），罗德里克·纳什（Roderick Nash）的著作《荒野与美国人
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② See Robyn Eckersley. Environmentalism and Political Theory: Toward an ecocentric approach. Albany: SUNY 
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